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The Courseware provides students with audio recordings of  vocabulary and readings in the textbook, which they 
can listen to while or after they read, to hear spoken Latin and build oral proficiency.  Once students have completed 
the lessons in the textbook chapter, they can practice the abundance of  computer-corrected drill activities to build 
“instinctive skills” in Latin and to focus on problem areas. After the students have mastered those, they can move on 
to the Enrichment Readings & Exercises, which reinforce grammatical and syntactical knowledge, improve written and 
reading proficiency, and provide exposure to additional and more challenging authentic Latin texts. Can supplement 
use of  the printed book or be used as the core of  an online or hybrid course.

Accessible via all web-based browsers and iPad. Available for one-year subscription for $24.95.

Includes:
Complete • Introduction to Latin: A Workbook, Second Edition by Ed DeHoratius with auto-correcting features 

 that record student scores in a grade book accessible to the teacher.
Enrichment Readings & Exercises by Ed DeHoratius (a new online version of  the former • Introduction to  

 Latin Study Guide & Reader) features unadapted Latin readings with exercises, supplemental grammatical  
 notes, and review questions in convenient PDF worksheets.

Audio recordings of  the readings featured in the book.• 
Audio recordings of  vocabulary to aid in pronunciation, read by Susan C. Shelmerdine and colleagues.• 
Downloadable, printable worksheets such as pre-reading exercises for chapter readings.• 
Downloadable and printable handouts of  chapter vocabulary.• 
Supplemental vocabulary drill exercises.• 
Flash cards for practicing chapter vocabulary.• 
Links to • Introduction to Latin, Second Edition eBook (purchased separately).

Free Resources:
Downloadable, printable worksheets such as pre-reading exercises for chapter readings that can be used  • 

 for homework assignments, etc. PDFs.
Downloadable, printable handouts of  chapter vocabulary for self-study. PDFs.• 
Supplemental vocabulary drill exercises for extra practice with immediate feedback. MoodleQuiz. • 
Instructor resources, where instructors can share syllabi, sample lessons, etc. Moodle Forum. • 
Flash cards for practicing chapter vocabulary. Moodle Flashcard Module. • 

Introduction to Latin, Second Edition•	  Sampler 
 Includes first 3 chapters of  Introduction to Latin, Second Edition Courseware.
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